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Alpha Epsilon Pi ended its relationship with UCF but said it would continue as the Alpha Epsilon Pi Nu Delta Division in Central Florida with the support of the national organization. The Fraternity sent a letter to UCF on Thursday showing the restrictive policies and procedures of student behavior as the
reason for parsing. Photo by Megan Turner. UCF alpha epsilon pi fraternity has withdrawn its university relationship - citing unfair student conduct processes - but said the fraternity will continue its mission with the support of the national organization, according to a letter the fraternity sent to the university
on Thursday. In an email Thursday, a UCF spokesman said the fraternity had been temporarily suspended stemming from an anonymous incident report released in February. The report alleges multiple incidents related to haze, alcohol and drug use, threatening behaviour and unconfirmed incidents.
Former International President of Alpha Epsilon Pi Jon Pierce said the organization lacks confidence in UCF's ability to handle such cases. Alpha Epsilon Pi International is not sure about UCF's student behavior program and management's handling of such cases. We strongly believe in using such
situations not only as punitive opportunities, but as moments of teaching. Said. We support our department and will work with them to ensure that they comply with our health and safety guidelines and work to fulfill our mission of developing future leaders of Jewish communities around the world. In a letter
to UCF, the Brotherhood said it looked forward to maintaining its off-campus division with the support of its national organization. In Alpha Epsilon Pi's letter, we do not believe that Greek organisations are treated fairly or fairly in procedural hearings led by the UCF Office of Student Conduct, and that is
why we have formally ended our relationship with UCF. is in the statement. In January, the Student Conduct Office found the UCF Sigma Chi fraternity in violation of destructive behavior and alcohol-related misconduct and tried to evict the fraternity from the home it had on private campus. Sigma Chi
objected on the grounds that the sanctions made it extraordinarily separate from violations and won in March. Here's what we know: The first charge was made on February 27, and Knight News asked for an incident report on March 3 - just five days after UCF was reported. Records were not provided to
Knight News until the Fraternity announced it was cutting ties with the university - Knight News obtained a summary of its investigation on Thursday. In Alpha Epsilon Pi's investigative summary - written by Office of Student Conduct Director Xavier Shannon - and the fraternity's letter to the university, only
records produced Thursday. Screenshot of the recording obtained by Knight News - courtesy of the UCF document. The investigative summary states that the incident report presented to the university in February showed a timeline of photos, videos and events. It is not immediately known why the
Student Conduct Office first reported the allegations to the university. The anonymous person wrote in his first report that he was a member of the fraternity and kept his identity secret for his personal safety. Screenshot of the recording obtained by Knight News - courtesy of the UCF document. Some of
the activities promised during the new member training process were: drinking bong water, drinking multiple glasses of vinegar, lowering random amounts of food, being physically assaulted by siblings, forcibly consuming promises of alcohol, blind food, and promising to throw a variety of substances and
food at them for hours, and promise to carry porn-filled cans to meetings. The reporter wrote. It said 31 written questionnaires were initially completed by new members of the organisation, and an investigation into the alleged brotherhood was launched. Screenshot of the recording obtained by Knight
News - courtesy of the UCF document. In the Shannon report, the results of the surveys did not support the information shared in the incident report, which led to further investigations, with some members and fraternity promises. Said. The investigative summary - written by Shannon in preparation for
Office of Student Conduct Director Michael Gilmer - interviews documents made with 17 people in the Shannon fraternity. Shannon - UCF's main investigator for organizational conduct cases - said the conclusion should move forward with the formal review process based on the information collected in the
investigation summary of the case. He points to the dosk of evidence that a hazing incident occurred, but at an official hearing in June, he listed more than 20 charges for confronting the fraternity and defending themselves. The superiority of the standard of evidence is the method used by student
conduct in investigations and official hearings. According to the Golden Rule Student Handbook, a violation of a fact or code of conduct is likely to be based on its threshold. Screenshot of the recording obtained by Knight News - courtesy of the UCF document. The Foundation for Individual Rights in
Education - a nonprofit dedicated to defending and maintaining the rights of individuals on college campuses nationwide - urges universities to keep their promise of the process needed to student groups. Zach Greenberg, a lawyer with the FIRE Individual Rights Defense Program, said he does not All
details comment on this conduct case, but FIRE said it helps student organizations and cases across the country that contain due process violations. Greenberg, we see that many groups of students of all political persuasion, perspectives, shapes and sizes, including the Brotherhood and fraternities and
other Greek organisations, are charged under the student code of conduct and are often punished without the opportunity to be heard and regardless of any trial or judicial process. Said. Greenberg said there are only a few components of the basic basic procedures, with accusations and notice of
opportunity to be heard by an impartial advisor or panel - the necessary processes and rights for organizations that UCF recognizes can be found in the Golden Rule Student Handbook. Greenberg, the general basic principle of fairness is that these groups of students are considered innocent until proven
guilty, and they should be given a chance to defend themselves before they are punished by the school. Said. We call on universities to do the right thing according to these groups and to protect the process by offering these groups basic justice procedures. A UCF spokesman said that while the Greek
system benefits most students, society cannot tolerate allegations of abuse or actions that endanger our campus community. It's a developing story. Check with Knight News again for updates. Read on for an investigative summary. Page 2 12112 Mendel Dr, Orlando, Florida, Vereinigte Staaten 32826
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